Abstract
Introduction
The development of distributed systems improves resource utilization, reliability, and performance. A great many researchers proposed and analyzed different interconnection networks [l-16] for distributed systems. However, in a large network it is unre8listjc to expect all the nodes along a specified path to be fault-free at all times. Thus it is necessary to incorporate fault-tolerant routing capabilities in the network. A number of important research results on the fault-tolerant routing in various networks have been available in the literature [2, 9, . A few architectures are also proposed and In [9, 12] , a shortest fault-free path Erom a sou~ce node toa destination node is selected directly among the node disjoint paths excluding the faulty components. In such cases, it is assumed that the source node has fault information of all other nodes in the network. On the other hand, in order to enable all fault-free nodes to correctly identify all faulty components in the network, various algorithms are proposed to broadcast the information about faulty components to all the other nodes in a network such that messages can be routed around the faulty c~m p n t s [ l 2 ] .
shown to possess fault-tolerant routing militi&5,16]. Clearly, each node can always find a sharkst Eault-free path for every message to its destination if the node contains the information on all faulty components. However, it is impractical to maintain and update such information, because it wastes traffic bandwidth to broadcast routing information to all other nodes and it will consume space by storing tables and directories at each node. In this paper, we will propose a distributed faulttolerant routing scheme for Kautz networks based on Kautz digraphs [8] . With a little modification, the routing scheme may be adapted to de Bruijn netw& [3] , which has been studied quite extensively[l,4-7,9,12,16I.
The paper is organrzed as follows. Def~tions and properties of Kautz digraphs are presented in Section 2. We propose in Section 3 a distributed fault-tolerant routing algorithm. In Section 4 we compare the path length in our routing alguiithm for faulty Kautz networks with that in another routing algorithm for faulty hypercubes in [2] . F i y , Section 5 cuncludes this paper.
Definitions and properties of b u t z digraphs
properties of the KaUt.2 digraph, which will be used later.
lhis sectiondef-the Kautzdigraphandsummarizes Defmition 2.1 Let G=(V,AA) be a digraph where V is a set of nodes andA is a set of (directed) arcs. For a node v in V , the outdegree (indegree) is the number of nodes which are adjawnt from (to) node v. The degree ofa digraph G is defined as the maximum among the Defmition 2.2 The distance from node U to node v is &f& as thelength of a shortest path from node u to node v, where the iength of apath is equal to the numbex of arcs encountered in the path. The diameter of a digraph G is defined as the m8ximum distance from any node to any other node. The connectivity of a digraph G is &fined as the minimum number of nodes whose removal results [8] The method is to be used in Subsection 3.4 to find a best alternative path for Subroutine Path-Finding.
Route generation
For ease of describing the distributed routing, we introduce the concatemu 'on and the preduced concarenations of two nodes below. [10, 11] . The preprocessing of destination address is the for each digit in desli" address wmq" * p t h e address to compute the begin . . /r a l l p o s s i t w s f o r p -m
end of subroutine.
Note that the algwithm takes O(k) comparisons, where t is the digit number ofthe address in the network.
How to keep information about faulty nodes
In ordet to determine whedrer there exists the address of any encountered faulty node inside the new route, a naive way is to match theme against each faulty address from left to right digit-bydigit. By using the string-match algorithm in [ll] , this procedure needs w) number of u " , wherefis the number of the h l t y nodes.
There is. however. a more effective method to determine the result. We will show how to construct a rooted tree for a given destination node to explain the method. We deraaetheroofedtreefordestinationnodet by RT(t), which is described as follows. To avoid ambiguity, we call a node in a rooted tree "vertex", while callingawdeinaKauknetwork'hode".
... To reduce the amount of infonnation added to each message for routing around the faulty components, we will give the concept of relative position between two nodes in the RT(t). We first introduce some tenninologies used to represent the relative positions. However, if there is an encountered faulty node on the alternative path, but it is not at its best vertex in RT(t), then the fault can not be detected by using only the left tag of the node. It is because that the left tag of anode records only the best vextex of the node.
In order to solve the above problem, we will continue to develop some characteristics of Kaub: networks from RT(t) for the case that the position of a detected faulty node on the new route is not at its best vertex in the RT(t).
For any node U in Kautz(d,k), although node U appears at distinct positions in the RT(t), yet the subtrees below these positions are identical because the subtree below vextex U can be viewed as RT(u) beginning with node U as the root. Hence, for any node U in Kaurz(d,k), the relative psition of any of its descendants with respect tonode u is fmed whether or not node u is at its best vertex in any RT(t).
During a messagemuring, if the next node is detected being faulty, the current node is forced to nxoute the message around it. To facilitate our presentation, the cmentnode is called the rerouting d .
From the above observations, we h o w thatregadks that the faulty node ea"& before is either at its best vertex or not in the RT(t), the right tag of the detected all times. However, these right tags computed at the previous rerouting node become out of date when the reroutingnodechanges h o n e to another. Thus, weadd only the left tag@) of the encountered faulty node(@ to the mesage to keep track of such information. 
Finding a best altemative path

Description of Subroutine Path-Finding(PF)
The s u b t i n e is invoked when the node &te€ts that the next node for the routing message is faulty. According to Definition 3.6, it extracts the left tags of the encountered h l t y nodes, the left andright tagsof the next node directly from the routing record. Next, we consider how to obtain abestaltemwive path.
From Subroutine Route-Generation, we can obtain routes of the possible paths in the order of paths by increasing length. Note that the new successful route must not to be the shortest path. Thus, this checking begins with the second shortest path. We compare the new route with Left-Tags and current Right-Tags by left-mark-checking and right-mark-checking, respectively. By the method we can determine if the message will encounter any detected node on the route. If not, we can attach new Lefr-Tugs to the routing record of the message, and then send the message to the next node along the new mute; otherwise, we need to extract the right tag of the detected faulty node directly from the route, adding it to Right-Tugs. Then the above steps for checking other routes should be repeated until we can get a route excluding any cktmed faulty node.
If there is no more reduced cmw" ' intheabove step to produce an alternative path, we need insertadigit x between the labels of the rerouting node (r1r2.sk) and the destination node (tlt2...tk), where x can take any value from the alphabet (0,l ,... ,d) except rk and dl. From Theorem 2.1, in odex to successfully route messages as long as the number of faulty nodes is less than d, in the worst case we may use the similar method to insert two digits between them. More formally, this subroutine is describedinalgorithmic fonn as follows. Additionally, the algorithm can be used easily for the case of link failures. Links faults can be treated the same way as node faults; i.e., if the link from node U to v is faulty, node u is reganled as a faulty node torecard the I& tag of the link. However, when the algorithm needs to obtain the right tag of a faulty link, we regard nodev as a faulty node.
An example
The following example illustrates how our routing algorithm works in the presenceof faults. Letnode(120) and node (310) Since both the connectivity and diameter of the hypercube a~ n, from 'Iheorem 4.2 weknow that the path length in the worst case is n + 2(n-I).
We now compare Algorithm DFTR for faulty Kautz networks with Algorithm A I for faulty hypercubes in terms ofthe path length in the WorstCBse. ' Ihe wmtcase occurs when thenumber of faulty nodes is equal to which the networkcan toleaeup to.
The result of comparison is given in the right handside of 
